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It's Complicated C an computers comprehend and analyze the increasingly complex world in which we live? //EDD// To economists, a complex economy is a sign of health; to wartime strategists, complexity is a tool that can confuse and demoralize an enemy. To the individual coping with a complex task or workweek, complexity can be the enemy and computers, potentially, the savior.
It's said that the code-breakers of World War II were the first such heroes. Able to translate and decipher German transmissions, computer scientists built machines and turned complexity into insights. They called their first digital computer Colossus, a name not to be confused with one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.
Decades later, computers are the storage devices and conduits for modern life-and all the complexities within. Supercomputers calculate sophisticated financial models and keep industries and economies active and afloat. Social ties in the real world are reinforced in the digital, and with instant messages and shared drives, basic computer skills are necessary for the worker. We produce more information and specialized knowledge today, but we still fall behind in finding the best way to analyze all of the data. //DAG// The code-breakers at Bletchley Park mastered complexity through isolation, a technique that seems to be increasingly irrelevant to our work. Through a combination of insight, creativity, and espionage, they analyzed the code system's operation and reduced the problem of decryption to a relatively small number of tests, which the Colossus handled mechanically.
However, the advantage of isolation wasn't available to the engineers who tried to rebuild the Colossus in the 1990s, some 35 years after the original plans, classified as secret at the time, were burned. "I believed it would be possible to rebuild Colossus using original components," claimed lead engineer Tony Sales. "Nobody believed me."
To reconstruct the system, Sales had to understand how machine designers interacted with other engineering organizations-as well as what parts they had to use, the standards they had to follow, and common ideas in electronics design. To the team, the machine wasn't an isolated artifact but a product of its many influences.
Of course, modern systems rarely work in isolation-they're part of large networks. Individual components, no matter how simple, react with each other in unpredictable ways. It isn't possible to reduce complexity by isolating the parts, which might behave in simple, predictable ways in isolation and still be unpredictable in a large, complex system. "We've gone from offensive to defensive," claimed a colleague of mine. "We once programmed as if we could and should understand the entire system and make it work right. We now program as if we'll never completely understand anything and need to protect ourselves from the consequences of our failures." //EDD// It's not just programmers who sense they're playing defense. American home purchases have slowed and commercial capital investments and consumer spending, although not dropping, aren't growing significantly. The early code-breakers knew that sometimes the best defense is a thriving offense. It might be time to play offense again. 
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